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Judith Miller, An Appraisal of the Skulls
and Dentition of Ancient Egyptians,
Highlighting the Pathology and Speculating
on the Influence of Diet and Environment,
BAR International Series 1794 (Oxford:
Archaeopress, 2008), pp. 143, £29.00,
paperback, ISBN: 978-1-4073-0282-9.
This study was initiated in order to examine
whether a relationship could be demonstrated
between the development of agriculture in
Ancient Egypt, and the variation in dental
health noted in skeletal remains from
Neolithic pre-dynastic settlements (4000 BC)
until the end of the Graeco-Roman period (AD
300). Skulls from Cambridge University’s
Duckworth Osteological Collection, and the
British Museum (Natural History) – 524 in all
– were examined over five age ranges: 0–9,
10–19, 20–9, 30–9 and >40 years. These
skulls were amassed from archaeological sites
throughout Egypt. The book includes over
fifty tables and nearly one hundred
photographs.
The author begins by examining dental
references in the five medical papyri, which
date from c.1950 BC (Kahun Papyrus) to the
Greek period (Rylands Greek Papyrus). Most
contain spells and recipes, but the Edwin
Smith Surgical Papyrus also includes a
technique (still practised) for reducing a
dislocated mandible. An investigation into the
aetiology of this apparently common
occurrence in Ancient Egypt is promised
(preface and page 31), but unfortunately not
included. A chapter on the history of dentistry
in Ancient Egypt addresses some of the myths
about dental treatment and the existence of an
organised dental profession. Did Egyptian
‘dentists’ drain abscesses, extract teeth,
perform root canal treatment and practise
restorative dentistry as attested by various
researchers? Egyptians clearly suffered
extensive and severe dental disease, although
since the study of forensic Egyptology, it has
been a matter of dispute whether any
interventional dentistry was carried out or if
the practice of dentistry was limited to the use
of the prescriptions in the medical papyri. The
author concludes that dental treatment became
a reality only during the Graeco-Roman
period. There is no knowledge of any oral
hygiene regimen in Egypt in ancient times
apart from the use of masticatories, which may
themselves have had a detrimental effect on
the teeth.
There follows a study of geography,
climate, diet, and some consequential medical
conditions including scurvy, hypocalcaemia
and malnutrition, which all leave their
impressions on the skeleton. The fertility of
the Nile Valley and the development of
irrigation systems gave rise to the cultivation
of an abundant variety of crops and breeding
of animals. The food supply was excellent and
varied but periods of famine had an adverse
effect on health and dentition. In addition,
dental pathology can be associated with the
types of foods consumed. Previous dental
examinations of skeletal and mummified
material have identified severe wearing of the
teeth (attrition, abrasion), erosion, caries,
periapical lesions, periodontal changes, as well
as bone loss, cysts, osteoarthritis of the
temporomandibular joint, osteomyelitis, and
dental anomalies such as hypodontia,
supernumerary and rudimentary teeth.
Perhaps it should not surprise us that eighty-
four per cent of the pre-dynastic skulls
examined in this study showed no evidence of
caries, which is associated with ingestion of
sugars, but by the Graeco-Roman period, the
caries-free percentage had reduced to 66.7 per
cent – the result of an increased availability of
honey and fruit juices. Nevertheless, these later
Egyptiansdidnotsuffertheheavytoothwearof
their predecessors, whose staple diet was bread
(largelyfromemmerwheat),whichwasheavily
425contaminated with sand and other inorganic
abrasive particles, either introduced
accidentally during the production of flour, or
used as a grinding agent. In some populations,
particularly during the New Kingdom
(1567–1085 BC), relentless attrition / abrasion
wore away even the secondary dentine and
allowed an ingress of bacteria into the pulp
chamber.Thelossofsupportingbonecausedby
periodontal disease, and periapical destruction
resulting from pulp death due to attrition, made
teeth so mobile that, in some specimens, they
could have been removed with the fingers. In
fact, they were not removed – the cause of
dentalpainwas consideredtobea‘toothworm’
rather than the tooth itself.
This book is an important contribution to
the history of dental health of the Ancient
Egyptians over 4,000 years, and shows that
despite an apparently healthy diet, a
significant proportion of the population would
have been debilitated by dental disease.
Carole Reeves,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL
Joshua R. Eyler (ed.), Disability in
the Middle Ages: Reconsiderations and
Reverberations (Farnham: Ashgate, 2010),
pp. xii þ 235, £55.00, hardback, ISBN: 978-0-
7546-6822-0.
This study of disability, concerning the
mentalities surrounding disability from social,
economic, religious and literary, but few
medical aspects of mediaeval culture, will be
welcomed for the scope and multidisciplinary
breadth of its collection, although the bias
does tend to weigh in favour of literary
criticism. The premise of the collection, as the
editor states in his cogent and reflective
introduction, is ‘that Medieval Studies and
Disability Studies have much to say to each
other.’ Hence, all the contributions, in one way
or another, commence with a critique, analysis
or exposition of these two disciplines in
relation to the specific topic of each essay.
In the first part, ‘Reconsiderations’, the
authors engage with mediaeval sources, where
a significant proportion of the essays concern
blindness. The essay on rediscovering the
working lives of blind inmates of a Parisian
hospital demonstrates that there is a person
with an individual identity, shaped amongst
other by social and professional status, behind
the simple label of ‘blind’. There thus emerges
the intriguing observation that persons
working in textile production would
potentially be prone to industrial accidents
causing loss of vision. Blindness is also the
theme of essays on St Francis, whose
‘weakening of the eyes’ appears to have been
‘discreetly marginalized’ by subsequent
reception of his hagiography, and on blind
poet–composers in the fourteenth century, who
were believed to possess an enhanced sense of
hearing in compensation for their loss of
sight, leading not so much to disability but
different ability, as one author argues. A
similar tension exists in the miracles of
Louis IX where disability, on the one hand,
figures as testimony for Louis’ saintliness,
while on the other hand, valorises the suffering
body.
Deafness is explored through a literary lens
inthe character of the WifeofBathinChaucer’s
Canterbury Tales, and the same writer’s
Merchant’s Tale is enlisted for a portrayal of the
pregnant body, reflecting stereotypes of
considerable antiquity that treat the female body
per se a sd i s a b l e d ,i nt h a tf e m a l ei sd e e m e da n
inversion of the male norm. Social aspects of
disability are addressed by both literary and
historical approaches, namely through the
connection between poverty and disability in
their portrayal in Langland’s Piers Plowman,
and through the ‘legal controversies’ of
madness in French jurisprudence. Two essays
look at specific figures marked by disabilities,
one treating royal impairments in Anglo-Saxon
literature, while another investigates the
disabled Fisher King of Arthurian legend.
‘Markers of difference’, that is, names
suggesting disability in Icelandic sagas, are
employed to explore the opposition between
individual experience and social context.
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contributors explore the legacy of mediaeval
texts and how they shaped post-mediaeval
representations of disability. We encounter
Chaucer again in a re-working by the Scottish
poet Robert Henryson; Shakespeare’s Richard
III as a construct of early modern narrative;
and the afterlife of mediaeval ideas concerning
the relationship between the aged female body
and disability.
Despite the caveat that the lack of medical
topics may disappoint readers of this journal, this
volume offers a fresh perspective on the rapidly
emerging topic of disability in the Middle Ages.
The different approaches employed by literary
and historical scholars emerge as one of the
stronger points of this collection, in that the
tendency of literary criticism to treat disability as
a narrative prosthesis is counterbalanced by
rigorous historical analysis of sources that
uncover the physical bodies of mediaeval
persons, making for an interesting, challenging
and thought-provoking amalgam of discourse
analysis and philological reconstruction. One is,
however, left wondering how far the many
variant definitions of ‘disabled’ proposed by the
individual contributors reflect more of the
specific authors’ concepts of disability than
attempt an emic understanding of mediaeval
notions concerning the consequences of physical
or mental difference.
Irina Metzler,
University of Swansea
Thomas F. Baskett (ed. with commentary),
Caesarean Birth: The Work of Fran¸ cois
Rousset in Renaissance France: A New
Treatise on Hysterotomokotie or Caesarian
Childbirth, Ronald M. Cyr (trans.), (London:
Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecol-
ogists Press, 2010), pp. xiii þ 130, £25.00,
hardback, ISBN: 978-1-906985-34-9.
When the French surgeon Fran¸ cois Rousset
published his treatise on Caesarean birth on
living women in 1581, he was not hailed as the
great innovator he hoped to be but was
criticised by some of his colleagues, such as
Ambroise Pare ´, for, among other things, not
taking seriously enough the danger of a fatal
haemorrhage. The Parisian master surgeon
Jacques Marchant vilified Rousset as the
creator of a plague that was sweeping Europe:
Caesarean birth that, Marchant claimed,
should have been named after Tarquinius, and
not one of the Caesars, because Tarquinius
delighted in the blood and death of women.
What was Rousset’s crime? Describing and
advocating the performance of the surgical
extraction of a living foetus from a living
woman. Ronald M. Cyr and Thomas F.
Baskett, both of them members of departments
of obstetrics and gynaecology, do a real
service to medical historians and practitioners
by translating, annotating, and contextualising
this important and controversial treatise. The
illustrations depict title pages of some of the
early editions as well as images of surgeons
performing the operation. Before Rousset,
Caesarean birth had been treated in surgical
texts and religious contexts, such as Church
Councils, with the assumption that it was
strictly a post-mortem procedure, to be
attempted in order to save the foetus if the
mother died during the birth. Rousset wanted
to change both the practice and the theoretical
thinking about the operation with his treatise.
He published it in French (though there was
also a German version, published by Bernard
Jobin in 1583, and a Latin translation,
published in 1586 by Caspar Bauhin) so that
practitioners could profit from his advice. Cyr
and Baskett offer a very readable translation of
the treatise, complemented by a concise
introduction and a few historical appendices
on Rousset’s patrons and the historical
situation in sixteenth-century France. There
are also ample notes of both an historical and
medical nature that allow the reader to
juxtapose Rousset’s ideas, not only to those of
his contemporaries but also to modern medical
practice. Of the 228 pages of Rousset’s
original treatise, only eighteen are devoted to
case histories of successful Caesareans, and
sixteen to a ‘clinical guide’. The bulk of the
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the operation, with the optimistic premise that
a woman can survive not only one but several
Caesareans, and that there is no risk to her
fertility from the operation. His tone is
passionate and polemical: a rhetorical analysis
of this text is not part of Cyr’s and Baskett’s
project but would have yielded some
interesting insights into the nature of
Renaissance scientific discourse. Rousset’s
detailed descriptions of numerous surgical
interventions related to Caesarean section will
be of great interest to anyone wishing to
understand the scope of Renaissance medicine.
With Caesarean section on living women, an
area of obstetrics was inaugurated that moved
childbirth away from midwifery and slowly
but inexorably into the realm of learned men.
Rousset’s text was soon eclipsed by Scipione
Mercurio’s Commare o raccoglitrice of 1596.
Inspired by Rousset, Mercurio had also
travelled widely to interview survivors of
Caesarean sections and believed, like Rousset,
that the operation was possible with a good
outcome for mother and child. But Rousset’s
treatise, considered a masterpiece by some, a
‘plague’ by others, was still the first to open
up this new surgical field. It is the great merit
of Cyr and Baskett to have brought this text to
the attention of a modern audience through
this very good translation and the study of the
operation’s feasibility in different time periods
contained in the notes.
Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski,
University of Pittsburgh
Merry Wiesner-Hanks, The Marvelous
Hairy Girls: The Gonzales Sisters and Their
Worlds (New Haven: Yale University Press,
2009), pp. xiii þ 248, £18.99/$30.00, hard-
back, ISBN: 978-0-300-12733-1.
Maddalena, Francesca and Antonietta were the
daughters of Petrus Gonzales (c.1537–1618).
Along with their father and their brothers,
Enrico and Orazio, they exhibited the
symptoms of congenital hypertrichosis
lanuginosa: much of their bodies, including
the face, were covered with hair. Petrus
Gonzales was a minor celebrity of his time,
and resided at the court of Henri II of France.
He was given a superior education, and many
a visitor to King Henri’s court must have been
astonished when the hairy ‘wild man’
addressed them in Latin. The Gonzales family
became popular with painters, scientists, and
lovers of curiosities throughout Europe. The
family moved to Parma around 1590, under
the protection of the dukes and cardinals there.
At least one of the children of Petrus Gonzales
brought the congenital hypertrichosis into the
third generation.
In The Marvelous Hairy Girls, her
biography of the Gonzales family, Merry
Wiesner-Hanks, Professor of History at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, uses
them to explore Renaissance notions of the
marvellous and the miraculous. She rightly
comments on the family’s ‘double identity’:
they were both ‘freaks of nature’ and regular
residents at the courts of various magnates.
We learn much of what the Gonzales family
might have meant to others, but little of what
they made of their own experiences. The
scarcity of sources about them means that
Professor Wiesner-Hanks needs to bolster this
248-page book with lengthy digressions on
Renaissance court life, but this is quite neatly
done and the specialist reader is kept
interested throughout.
In the book’s discussion, Professor
Wiesner-Hanks comments that the hairy
Gonzales family soon disappeared from
history, only to be re-discovered in the late
twentieth century. This statement has the
disadvantage of being quite untrue. In
Victorian times, there was a vigorous
discussion of some of the stranger by-products
of Darwinism. One of them was the concept of
an ‘atavism’: had a hairy child or a child born
with a tail taken one step down the
evolutionary ladder? Many ethnologists and
medical scientists were busy gathering
information about historical cases of
congenital hypertrichosis, the Gonzales family
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have chosen to stay away from the medical
and evolutionary aspects of her subjects,
however: no reference is made to the
nineteenth-century discussion of congenital
hypertrichosis, or the contributions of Rudolf
Virchow and other leading scientists of that
time. The index, for example, does not include
‘Darwin, C.’ This considerably devalues the
book for the historian of medicine.
The Marvelous Hairy Girls is a solid
academic tome, of considerable value to
specialist Renaissance historians. Its arcane
subject and turgid writing makes it unlikely
any person would read it for pleasure,
however, and its discussion of the medical
aspects of its subject is wholly lacking in
depth.
Jan Bondeson,
Cardiff University
Mike Jay, The Atmosphere of Heaven:
The Unnatural Experiments of Dr Beddoes
and His Sons of Genius (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2009), pp. vii þ 296,
$30.00/£20.00, ISBN: 978-0-300-12439-2.
How does one experience the ‘Atmosphere of
Heaven’? Robert Southey, as the first of an
e ´lite circle who inhaled nitrous oxide after its
potent effects from inhalation were trialled by
Humphrey Davy and Thomas Beddoes,
offered that ‘the atmosphere of the highest of
all possible heavens must be composed of this
gas’ (p. 176). It is a descriptive enough
statement, but one that evokes images that can
deceptively omit the experiences and
endeavours leading to its discovery. This is
particularly a truth in the case of physician
Thomas Beddoes and his revolutionary vision
of a pneumatic institute for the treatment of
the sick, particularly those who could not
afford many of the existing treatments.
The scene is set in late eighteenth-century
Britain: an era on the verge of medical and
scientific discoveries that paved the way to our
proudest and most important historical
advances. But this too was a period in our
history when scientific and medical discovery,
though posing real and exciting opportunities,
also had an element of haphazard, and often an
unethical or even dangerous approach of trial
and error to those brave enough not to shun or
shy away from the prospects.
From the opening paragraph in the Bastille
Day prologue, the reader is engaged and
drawn into the social, political and idealistic
ambitions and realities of Beddoes and his
circle of friends and colleagues. Our not-so-
gentle introduction to the story starts with
descriptions of a ‘great mob’ and their
destructive rampage through Fair Hill, on the
outskirts of Birmingham, with their very next
target being Joseph Priestley – experimental
chemist, philosopher and dissenting
clergyman.
Beddoes, at this point, was a Reader in
chemistry at Oxford University, whose
political views and opinions on the French
Revolution sat rather uncomfortably alongside
his role as an academic and lecturer, and after
the account of the Bastille Day riots, an air of
dread surrounds Jay’s description of the
tribulations Beddoes faced as a result of his
own political views.
Jay leads us descriptively and methodically
through Beddoes’ conflicts and aspirations, his
visions and their limitations. As an
introduction to the life of Thomas Beddoes, a
very sympathetic and detailed picture is
assembled, of a philanthropist and idealist, but
one that the reader will, through subtly
suggestive story telling, be willing throughout
to succeed.
It doesn’t take long into this read, or even a
furtive glance at the bibliography, to begin to
appreciate and understand the scope of
research and careful assembling of all that
could be gathered and transferred, from
biographies, papers, books, notes, letters and
other sources; and Jay’s ability to compile all
of this into an engrossing yet informative,
emotive and yet pragmatic account of one
person, who before this is little mentioned next
to his more renowned circle of friends, is both
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equal measure.
That said, it has to be noted that The
Atmosphere of Heaven is overall more a
biography of Beddoes’ working life, and
contains only one, albeit explicitly
descriptive chapter (Chapter 6, ‘Wild Gas’),
focusing predominantly on the very
experiments that the book pertains to be at its
core. This is a wonderfully engaging and
fast-paced chapter, where, behind the scenes
at Dowry Square (Beddoes Pneumatic
Institute, Hotwells), Humphrey Davy was
regularly self-experimenting with nitrous
oxide, to the point where he and Beddoes
decided to extend the effects of the gas from
treatment of the sick, to encompass
recreational use among friends. Full of
accounts and quotes from those who
experienced the social aspect of these ‘human
experiments’, this chapter is the gold nugget
within this work, and cleverly brings together
feelings of friendship, unity and success that,
as a reader, one hopes the previous chapters
had been building up to.
In all, a very readable and well compiled
book, which acts as both a great introduction
to the characters and events that capture the
essence of late eighteenth-century medicine,
and a detailed insight into the work of Thomas
Beddoes, and his endeavours to throw off the
constraints of convention so that medicine and
issues in health were accessible and
understandable to all. Whether his
achievements can be measured directly or
through his encouragement and support of
those around him is both discussed and left to
the reader to muse. Ultimately though I can
say I was able to close the book feeling I had
all the obtainable facts.
Rebecca Parrott,
Wellcome Library, London
John Chalmers (ed.), Andrew Duncan
Senior: Physician of the Enlightenment
(Edinburgh: National Museums Scotland,
2010), pp. xvi þ 253, £14.99, paperback,
ISBN: 978-1-905267-30-9.
In 1750, Mr John Amyat, the King’s Chemist,
visited Edinburgh. He is said to have remarked
to Robert Burns’ publisher, William Creech,
‘Here I stand at what is called the Cross of
Edinburgh, and can, in a few minutes, take
fifty men of genius by the hand’. The purpose
of John Chalmers’ new book might be
summed up as the wish to ensure the inclusion
of Andrew Duncan Senior in any such roll call
of the Scottish Enlightenment. He has been
successful in that task.
Professor of the Institutes of Medicine at
the University of Edinburgh for thirty years,
Andrew Duncan was certainly a prolific author
on medical matters (a full list of his writings
comprises a valuable appendix to the book).
However, Chalmers argues that Duncan
should be remembered as much for the manner
in which he expressed the values of the
Enlightenment in practical initiatives for the
benefit of society as for more narrowly
intellectual endeavours. There were certainly
plenty of the former – Duncan played a major
role in the founding of Edinburgh’s first Public
Dispensary, its Lunatic Asylum (now the
Royal Edinburgh Hospital), and the
University’s chair of Medical Police and
Jurisprudence. He was the founding editor of
what was arguably the first successful English
language medical periodical, Medical and
Philosophical Commentaries, and the
principal editor of the Edinburgh New
Dispensatory (a major pharmacopoeia) from
1789 to 1801. Duncan also conspicuously
displayed the distinctive sociability of the
eighteenth-century Scottish intellectual: he
personally founded the Aesculapian Club and
the Harveian Society – remaining the society’s
secretary for forty-six years – was a founding
member of the Royal Society of Edinburgh
and the Medico-Chirurgical Society, as well as
serving as President of the Royal College of
Physicians of Edinburgh (twice) and the Royal
Medical Society (six times). Nor were his
activities confined to medicine – he began
what became the Royal Caledonian
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gymnastic clubs. An enthusiastic advocate of
the health-giving properties of golf, good wine
and good fellowship, he also boasted of his
long membership of Beggar’s Benison –
readers not familiar with this remarkable
association are referred to David Stevenson’s
revealing study, The Beggar’s Benison: Sex
Clubs of Enlightenment Scotland (East
Lothian: Tuckwell, 2001). Duncan fancied
himself as a poet and a wit. To mark the visit
of George IV to Edinburgh in 1822, he
composed a cleverly sanitised version of the
Beggar’s Benison bawdy motto: ‘Long may
you live in harmony and ease / And never
want, or purse, or power to please.’ A most
appropriate toast to a spendthrift and licentious
monarch.
All of these various activities, and many
more, are ably documented in Chalmers’ book.
Incidentally, although Chalmers is modestly
described as the book’s editor, of fifteen
chapters, he is sole author of eleven and the
joint author of two. Notable among the other
contributions are Martin Kaufman’s essay on
the work of the Public Dispensary, and James
Gray’s chapter on Duncan’s medical societies.
But Chalmers is to be congratulated on clearly
having been as much the driving force behind
the production of this volume as Duncan was
in any of the initiatives he was involved in.
The result has been a readable and informative
volume, which sorts out many of the details of
Duncan’s biography (warts and all, Duncan
was vain and could be grasping and
disputatious). It will be an indispensable aid to
further research, not only on Andrew Duncan
Senior, but also on his equally significant and
almost equally industrious son, Andrew
Duncan Junior.
Malcolm Nicolson,
University of Glasgow
Catherine Mills, Regulation Health and
Safety in the British Mining Industries,
1800–1914 (Farnham: Ashgate, 2010), pp. xxv
þ 284, £60.00, hardback, ISBN: 978-0-7546-
6087-3.
Scholars seeking a pathway through the
complexities of safety legislation in the British
mining industries in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries have long been in debt to
extraordinarily conscientious contemporary
and near-contemporary chroniclers of that
labyrinthine body of law, no less tortuously
convoluted than that governing the railways.
There has long been a need for a modern
synthesis and interpretation and those have
now been provided by Catherine Mills in a
study that casts its net wide. Mills engages
with the much-overlooked growth of
government debate, inspectorates, the actions
and inaction of the Home Office, the
demographic specifics of occupational health
and, by implication, the deep origins of a mid-
and later twentieth-century risk society.
She deftly simplifies the impenetrably
complex or, where she needs to, creatively
complicates a bewilderingly complex cache of
parliamentary and administrative evidence.
Mills locates her study in a now thriving
interdisciplinary literature which has its deep
origins in Oliver MacDonagh’s work on the
growth of government and the early Victorian
state, but which has been extended and
deepened by political and socio–medical
scholars concerned with the history of
occupational health and the roles played by the
philanthropists, parliamentarians, civil
servants and civil scientists, employees and
trade unions in the quest for reform. However,
this is a clear-eyed, determinedly non-
Whiggish, and at times downbeat account.
The author touches on the ways in which
nineteenth-century print media sensationalised
major mining disasters in an effort to hasten
reform. Some of these catastrophes are much
less well known than others. Thus, in
Northumberland and Durham between 1805
and 1819, no fewer than seven major flooding
episodes led to the deaths of approximately
two hundred and sixty colliers (p. xv). Only
one of these accidents killed fewer than
thirty men.
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roofs and faulty ladders, and shows how
explosions attributable to coal dust and
methane contributed to the dismal register of
death. But the most compelling part of her
argument revolves around ‘invisible’
occupational mortality, most of it attributable
to long undifferentiated variants of lung
disease. In the earlier nineteenth century,
afflicted colliers and workers in the
metalliferous sector had a life expectancy at
birth comparable to slum-dwellers in
Liverpool and Manchester. Half-a-century
later, J.S. Haldane concluded that conditions
in the Cornish mining industry had
deteriorated rather than improved:
approximately eight years’ exposure as a
machinist in a still, in many respects,
pre-industrial working environment would
be likely to lead to a premature and
horrifically painful death from lung disease
(p. 205).
Over time, and intensively so between the
1840s and the early 1870s, the public visibility
of large-scale disaster and the ‘immorality’ of
near-naked workers labouring deep in the
bowels of the earth, increased public and
parliamentary concern. Owners, radicals
believed, must be held either compulsorily, or
– classic Victorian legislative evasion –
‘permissively’, to account. In telling pages,
Mills describes how helter-skelter mid-century
developments – between 1852 and 1854 no
fewer than four select committees pondered
the operation of the seminal government-
backed inspectorial act of 1850 – began to turn
the tide in favour of more effective regulation
(pp. 99–126). But the metalliferous sector,
which employed approximately fifty thousand
workers as compared to nearly a quarter-of-a-
million labourers in coal mines, lagged badly
behind. Small-scale non-ferrous enterprises
remained geographically isolated and failed to
expand their scale of production. During the
final thirty years of the nineteenth century, the
sector stagnated in the face of foreign
competition, and clung to anciently embedded
payment systems based on sub-contracting. A
form of pre-industrial individualism and
localism proved inimical to the introduction of
tougher regulation.
In one sense, Mills’s monograph comprises
two studies in one (note the plural in the title).
Coal mining in Yorkshire and tin mining in
Cornwall had about as much in common as
chalk and cheese. Nevertheless, the two were
repeatedly yoked together in later nineteenth-
century administrative discourse and
parliamentary debate, and numerous select
committees, many of them packed with
owners and share-holders deeply opposed to
any erosion of permissiveness, sought to
extend regulations from one sector to another.
Mills’s principal achievement is to have
worked her way through a maze of technical,
legal, legislative and administrative source
material and bring order to chaos. Eschewing
explanatory short-cuts, she has made sense of a
forbiddingly complicated topic. Discussion of
the now half-forgotten growth of government
debate, and the role that MacDonagh ascribed –
or failed to ascribe – to agency in his original
schema becomes repetitious. Nevertheless, this
is an impressive synthesis and it is likely to
remain essential reading for specialists in the
field for a long time to come.
One final point: either there has been a
printing error or the author deliberately opted
to omit any kind of acknowledgement to
fellow historians and scholarly labourers at the
coalface.
Bill Luckin,
University of Bolton
Sue Hawkins, Nursing and Women’s
Labour in the Nineteenth Century: The
Quest for Independence (London: Routledge,
2010), pp. xii þ 228, £75.00, hardback,
ISBN: 978-0-415-55169-4.
Nursing has attracted surprisingly few
academic studies. In this pioneering empirical
analysis rooted in nineteenth-century women’s
employment, Sue Hawkins breaks new ground
with her prosopographical approach.
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sources, she set about building a database of
nurses at St George’s Hospital in London
between 1850 and 1900. Nurse registers, wage
books and minute books were scrutinised,
together with the Census, The Hospital and
Nursing Record, and Charles Booth’s mid-
1890s survey of matrons in the capital. The
resulting data were then used to examine the
composition of the nursing community at St
George’s and the social mobility of its
members.
Dr Hawkins begins by situating her novel
methodology within the historiography of
nursing. Unapologetic about her status as a
non-nurse, she argues that, for too long, both
gender and labour historians left nursing
history to ‘enthusiastic amateurs’ intent upon
telling stories of ‘heroic self-congratulation’
(p. 1). Critical of such hagiography, Chapter
One challenges the popular assumption that,
thanks to Victorian reformers, ‘working-class
women had all but been excluded’ (p. 32)
from hospital nursing by 1900.
After reviewing nursing at St George’s
between 1733 (when the hospital was
founded) and 1850, Chapter Two charts the
subsequent characteristics of its nurses. Some
movement towards the reformers’ ‘ideal’ of
younger, unmarried recruits from the higher
social classes was revealed. Nevertheless, ‘by
the 1890s, with just under 40 per cent of its
staff still originating from Classes III and
below, it cannot be said that the hospital had
become an exclusive bastion of middle-class
nursing’ (p. 56).
In Chapter Three, probationer schemes
come under that spotlight. Detailing the input
of doctors and hospital managers, Dr Hawkins
shows how by 1900 – after lagging behind
other London hospitals due to a matron
unsympathetic to nurse education – St
George’s had finally established a training
school. Retention is the subject of Chapter
Four, which looks at the mechanisms used to
attract potential recruits and ‘to stop the
revolving door through which nurses came and
went at rapid rate’ (p. 138). Better pay,
improved accommodation, more generous
leave arrangements, and a reduction in
domestic chores were among the strategies
adopted by St George’s to deflect the charge
of ‘White Slavery in Hospitals’ made by the
Pall Mall Gazette.
Chapter Five tackles the development of
nursing as a career through a discussion of why
nurses left the Hospital. After demolishing the
myth that nursing was a marriage market, and
assessing the significance of dismissal, ill
health, and resignation, Dr Hawkins found that
by the 1880s almost ninety per cent of the
nurses whom she was able to trace had nursing
jobs – whether in other medical institutions or
in the community. These women, she elaborates
in Chapter Six, were ‘on a quest for
independence, quite removed from the docile,
saintly nurse of myth’ (p. 171); they had taken
‘a positive and informed decision’ (p. 182) to
enter the profession and make nursing their
career.
The book is produced to a high standard.
Each chapter is followed by a fascinating one-
page pen portrait of a nurse whose life story
Dr Hawkins has reconstructed. The absorption
of such accounts (or extracts from them) into
the text would have further animated the
argument, which is well supported by graphs
and occasional illustrations. For a research
monograph, priced at £75, it is a pity that
Routledge has opted for the Harvard system of
referencing, which does not allow the author
to do full justice to her primary and secondary
materials. These quibbles aside, Sue Hawkins
has produced an important addition to nursing
history, which demonstrates persuasively the
benefits of engaging with the broader
historical context.
Anne Borsay,
Swansea University
Trevor Hamilton, Immortal Longings:
F.W.H. Myers and the Victorian Search for
Life after Death (Exeter: Imprint Academic,
2009), pp. 359, £19.95, hardback, ISBN: 9-
781845-401238.
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Unconscious (1970), historical interest in
Frederic Myers (1843–1901), a Trinity
classicist and poet, Cambridgeshire inspector
of schools, and co-founder of the Society for
Psychical Research, has grown slowly but
steadily. Immortal Longings, based on a
wealth of primary and secondary sources, is
the first biographical monograph dedicated to
this unusual figure. While the focus of the
book is clearly on Myers’ research into
‘supernormal’ phenomena, and particularly the
question of the survival of the human
personality after bodily death, Trevor
Hamilton also provides original insights into
Myers the man of letters and, perhaps most
interesting to readers of this journal, Myers the
psychologist.
Lacking formal scientific or medical
training, Myers was a hugely disciplined and
gifted autodidact well versed in physiology
and science at large. Together with his close
friend Edmund Gurney (1847–88), he studied
the psychology of sensory and motor
automatisms as well as hypnotism. Gurney and
Myers were the first to present strong
arguments contradicting W.B. Carpenter’s
notion of automatisms as ‘unconscious
cerebration’, and they upset the dominant
medical view of hallucinations and
dissociative phenomena as intrinsically
pathological. Popular for having coined the
term ‘telepathy’, Myers’s coinage of
‘hypnopompic’ is less known. With his
brother, the physician Arthur Myers (with
whom he undertook a scientific evaluation of
alleged miraculous healings at Lourdes), his
intimate friend Henry Sidgwick and
Sidgwick’s wife Eleanor, Myers actively
participated in the making of fledgling
academic psychology. They attended and
helped to organise the International
Congresses for Physiological/Experimental
Psychology, with Myers serving as secretary
of the second Congress in 1892 at University
College, London. The first British author to
identify the significance of Freud’s work in
1893, Myers was a friend of The ´odore
Flournoy and William James, whose
psychology cannot be understood without an
appreciation of the considerable impact
Myers’ concept of the ‘subliminal Self’ had on
both. Though Myers was a very visible author
when alive, and respected by most
contemporary psychologists interested in the
psychology of the unconscious, his work was
quickly forgotten after his death.
Doing justice to the immense diversity and
often conflicting facets of Myers’ personality,
Hamilton competently stands up to the
challenge to paint a nuanced and
psychologically plausible picture of this
controversial figure. Presenting a well-
substantiated alternative to certain previous
portrayals of Myers as a ruthless philanderer
and cheat, and, as an intrinsically gullible
victim of a desperate will to believe, Hamilton
offers an impartial and detached revision of
former accounts that appear to have
retroactively punished rather than explained
Myers’ and other eminent intellectuals’
epistemic deviance. For example, Hamilton
argues that, contrary to popular, widely
promulgated accounts of Myers and his fellow
psychical researchers, a ‘will to believe’ in
post-mortem survival, telepathy and other
scientifically unpopular notions, does not
necessarily exclude a ‘will to know’ and thus
the capacity for thorough self-criticism,
methodological rigour and relentless suspicion
of errors. At the same time, Hamilton does not
gloss over certain sins doubtlessly committed
by Myers, but he makes a compelling case that
they do not detract from the overall value of
his contributions to contemporary studies of
the human mind, which, as William James
observed in an obituary of Myers, had an
enormous significance for the mind sciences
quite independent from the unpopular research
questions they were entangled with.
To be sure, the Myers who emerges from
this overdue biographical study is a terrible
snob. But he was also a man of high
intellectual integrity and courage, whose
friendship with men of equally independent
minds, such as Henry Sidgwick and William
James, appears more comprehensible in
Hamilton’s account than in previous ones that
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Immortal Longings might be a little too
concerned with clarifying the question of
whether or not Myers was a nasty or likeable
fellow, it shows, current trends in historical
scholarship notwithstanding, that there is still
considerable use for traditional biographical
studies – particularly if they serve to
rehabilitate misunderstood historical figures
who may have fallen victim to ideological
boundary-work which historians have not
always resisted participating in.
Andreas Sommer,
University College London
Catharine Coleborne, Madness in the
Family: Insanity and Institutions in the
Australasian Colonial World, 1860–1914
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010),
pp. xv þ 220, £80.00, hardback,
ISBN: 978-0-230-57807-4.
During the 1970s and 1980s, psychiatric
histories tended to stress the key roles played
by the state and the medical profession in the
growth of nineteenth-century lunatic asylums.
But, in recent years, attention has turned
increasingly to the involvement of families in
the committal process. Catharine Coleborne
draws on a vast literature dealing with
asylums, medicine, families, emotions,
colonialism and race in order to examine the
relationships between families and four
Australasian asylums during the period
1860–1914. The asylums were located in
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and Auckland.
Coleborne aims, among other things, to see
what the records of these institutions have to
tell us about the nature of families in white-
settler British colonies.
The book examines ‘colonial psychiatry’
and its influence in constructing a ‘white’
identity (p. 42). It shows how psychiatry, with
its growing emphasis on the hereditary nature
of mental illness, began to focus on the family
and was concerned especially by settlers who
lacked colonial families. However, at the
‘centre of this book’, according to Coleborne,
is an analysis of the ways in which ‘lay
descriptions’ of insanity were used by doctors,
both before and during committal (p. 147).
Thus, chapters investigate family inputs into
case records, correspondence between families
and asylums, disputes over maintenance
payments, and schemes whereby families
could take back patients on temporary release.
The concluding chapter devotes space to
critiquing asylum archives and ends on a
rather equivocal note. It states confidently that
‘families were in fact present at committal,
discharge, and during patients’ stays in the
institution’, but argues that examining asylum
sources with the ‘theoretical tools to discover
patient and family “agency”...may not by
itself be enough to reshape either histories of
the colonial family, or histories of insanity’
(p. 152). This, of course, begs the question:
what is required to ‘reshape’ such histories?
While well written, the book is quite
repetitive. As well as the basic contents of the
six main chapters being rehearsed in both the
introduction and conclusion, each individual
chapter has an introduction and conclusion
setting out its main arguments. Thus, most key
points are discussed at least four times. A
looser, more flexible structure would have
made for a pleasanter read. There are also
rather a lot of factual, spelling and printing
errors, plus some problems with the maps and
statistics. For example, Yarra Bend Asylum in
Melbourne is said to have opened in the 1850s
– in fact it opened in 1848. It was then in the
Port Phillip District – not ‘Philip’ (p. 23). In
the first map, Australian towns are misplaced
and their names misspelled. New South Wales
is described as the ‘hub’ of Australasian
‘intellectual exchanges’ about insanity. The
map displaying this ‘hub’ has a series of
arrows apparently illustrating the directions of
these exchanges, yet Melbourne and Brisbane
are shown influencing Sydney, not vice versa
(p. 26). As for the statistical tables, they all
relate to ‘c.1905’ (pp. 37 and 136). This is
very late in the period under study: some
matching statistics from the 1860s would have
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contains a significant number of misprints (pp.
199, 203, 206–13).
These blemishes aside, this book
accomplishes a great deal in tracing the
complex relationships that existed between
families and asylums in the Antipodes. Yet
Coleborne is right to call for more research.
Her book demonstrates that much remains to
be done before we can thoroughly understand
the family–asylum relationship and what
exactly it meant for patients.
Elizabeth Malcolm,
University of Melbourne
Galina Kichigina, The Imperial Labora-
tory: Experimental Physiology and Clinical
Medicine in Post-Crimean Russia, Wellcome
Series in the History of Medicine, Clio
Medica, 87 (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2009),
pp. vi þ 374, e76.00, hardback,
ISBN: 978-90-420-2658-2.
Unlike its counterparts in France, Germany,
and Britain, nineteenth-century physiology in
Russia has attracted little attention from
Western historians. Thanks to the pioneering
studies of Daniel P. Todes, the life and works
of Russia’s most famous physiological
laboratory of the Nobel Prize winner Ivan
Pavlov have been explored in detail. That
laboratory, however, did not emerge like
Athena from the head of Zeus: it built upon
and continued a tradition of experimental
physiological research, which had begun after
Russia’s catastrophic defeat in the Crimean
War of 1853–5 as part of far-reaching reforms
in all walks of the country’s life. Galina
Kichigina’s The Imperial Laboratory sets out
to document the emergence and development
of this tradition. The book examines the
disciplinary development of Russian
physiology, focusing on the rise of the
laboratory as the preferred site of medical
research and education at the country’s
premier medical school – the
Military–Surgical Academy in St Petersburg.
The Imperial Laboratory is built around a
‘collective biography’ of five Russian
chemists and physicians – Alexander P.
Borodin, Sergei P. Botkin, Elie de Cyon, Ivan
M. Sechenov, and Nikolai N. Zinin – who, in
their capacity as professors, initiated
laboratory research and instruction at the
Academy. Kichigina suggests that the
introduction of the laboratory to Russia was
the result of a wholesale ‘import’ of the
German laboratory, ranging from its
instruments and research foci, to its
pedagogical techniques and social dynamics,
by the five protagonists. Borodin, Botkin,
Cyon, Sechenov, and Zinin themselves had
learned of the advantages of the laboratory
during their postgraduate studies under the
supervision of the founders of ‘experimental
medicine’ and ‘physical–chemical
physiology’, including Justus von Liebig, Emil
du Bois-Reymond, Carl Ludwig, and Rudolf
Virchow. Accordingly, the book’s first part
details the rise of the German physiological
laboratory during the 1840s–50s and
documents the protagonists’ experiences in
Berlin, Heidelberg, Vienna, and Leipzig.
Surprisingly, one of the five leading
protagonists, Cyon, does not appear in this
part.
The book’s second and longest part depicts
the drastic reforms that the Military–Surgical
Academy underwent in the aftermath of the
Crimean War, demonstrating the commitment
of the Academy’s administration to emulating
the advances of Western medical research and
education. Kichigina exemplifies the extent
and content of the reforms by tracing the
careers of the five protagonists, detailing their
individual contributions to, and innovations in
the development of laboratory research and
teaching under the Academy’s auspices during
the 1860s and 1870s.
The book’s last and the shortest part is
devoted in its entirety to the career of
Sechenov after he left the Military–Surgical
Academy in 1870. Its six very brief (six–eight
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Sechenov’s appointments to professorial
positions at, first, Novorossiisk, then St
Petersburg, and finally, Moscow universities,
and describe the particular lines of research he
pursued at the time.
Historians of science and medicine will find
in Kichigina’s volume a gold mine of
previously unexplored materials on the history
of the Military–Surgical Academy, nineteenth-
century Russian physiology, and its five
leading protagonists. They will likely delight
in numerous anecdotes and interesting
vignettes, for example, Borodin’s dual career
as a chemist and a composer, scattered
throughout the book. But, familiar with the
sophisticated disciplinary histories of
physiology in other European settings, as well
as the extensive literature on the transnational
transfer of scientific ideas, methods, and
institutions, they will be disappointed by the
lack of a clear analytical focus. This void is
already evident in the six-page introduction,
the uneven and asymmetrical distribution of
the material among the book’s three parts, and
the complete absence of conclusions. One
hopes that The Imperial Laboratory will
inspire numerous follow-up studies that will
supplement the rich depiction of the early
history of Russian physiology with an equally
rich analysis.
Nikolai Krementsov,
Institute for the History and Philosophy
of Science and Technology, University
of Toronto
Meegan Kennedy, Revising the Clinic:
Vision and Representation in Victorian
Medical Narrative and the Novel (Columbus:
Ohio State University Press, 2010), pp. x
þ 261, $39.99, hardback, ISBN: 978-0-8142-
1116-8.
Revising the Clinic is an ambitious work that
sweeps through time from the eighteenth-
century medical case history, to Freud at the
turn of the twentieth, and integrates analysis of
forms of representation in both literary and
scientific texts. It is perhaps misleadingly
titled, since there is little on clinical case
histories between the Philosophical
Transactions in the eighteenth century, and
Freud at the close. The actual focus lies
pre-eminently on forms of vision and
representation in the Victorian novel.
Whilst there is some discussion of
medically related scenes in the novels, the link
to science and medicine functions mostly at
the level of methodology. Rather than look at
specifically medical scenes, Kennedy draws
on Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison’s
Objectivity (2007) to establish a model of
‘mechanical observation’ that she sees as
operative in both scientific and literary texts.
The readings of George Eliot’s Adam Bede
and Middlemarch thus focus on issues
concerning vision and perception, and optical
metaphors, rather than representations of
illness or bodily ailments. The method is
fruitful with regard to yielding new insights
into the novels, but not entirely convincing
with regard to the parallels drawn with
‘clinical realism’.
One of the problems is that Daston and
Galison’s arguments, developed with
reference to scientific atlases, do not
translate easily into clinical medicine. As
Kennedy points out in the Middlemarch
chapter, the emergence of experimental
medicine brought with it a new emphasis on
speculation and imagination. ‘Mechanical
objectivity’ or ‘observation’ does not capture
the complexity of nineteenth-century
medical practice, whilst the methodology
tends to give primacy to the scientific
domain, so that the literary is seen as
applying or modifying the scientific, rather
than evolving alongside in a process of
mutual exchange. More emphasis on the
nineteenth-century case history, particularly
in the emerging sphere of psychiatry, would
have helped to make this case, and also
ensured that Freud did not emerge at the end
as a sudden and complete departure from
previous practice.
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Kennedy’s undertaking. Within this perhaps
over-ambitious frame there is much of interest.
There are good readings of sentimental
deathbed scenes in Charles Dickens’s works
and in Elizabeth Gaskell’s Ruth, showing how
graphic physical detail can be used to build a
form of spiritual transcendence. The chapter
on clinical realism in the Victorian periodical
makes good use of the electronic index of
book reviews in the Athenaeum to explore the
extraordinary number of nine hundred reviews
completed by Edwin Lankester, mostly on
scientific and medical topics. It also draws on
the work of the Science in the Nineteenth-
Century Periodical project for its analysis of
science in the Cornhill and Macmillan’s
Magazine. In neither case, however, does it
actually cite the electronic source; Kennedy no
doubt assumes that both sources could be
easily found, but I would like to make a plea
for the full referencing and bibliographical
citation of electronic sources.
The book concludes with a chapter linking
the work of Freud with that of Rider Haggard,
following up Freud’s suggestion in The
Interpretation of Dreams that She (1887) was
‘a strange book, but full of hidden meaning...
the eternal feminine, the immortality of our
emotions’ (quoted p. 190). Although much has
been written on Freud’s methodology,
particularly from a literary perspective,
Kennedy offers an interesting re-working of
notions of romance, drawing on Northrop
Frye, to outline the imperialist, romantic quest
figured in Freud’s language of exploration. As
suggested earlier, however, the fact that
Revising the Clinic has not looked at
nineteenth-century psychiatric narratives
means that Freud is rather taken at his own
estimation as a figure who overturns preceding
practice. Clearly there are many novel
elements in his work, but they would emerge
more starkly in an analysis that took into
account his immediate predecessors. Kennedy
concludes that at the beginning of the
twentieth century ‘the novel and its insights
had become altogether unavailable as a
discursive model for medical prose’ (p. 202).
This is, I believe, an overstatement of the case,
and overturns some of the complexity mapped
out in the text, returning us to a rather standard
model of the triumph of clinical objectivity at
the turn of the century.
Revising the Clinic has much to offer the
reader. Whilst its more sweeping claims are
not always convincing, it is always engaging,
and offers new ways of thinking about the
relationships between literary and medical
narrative.
Sally Shuttleworth,
University of Oxford
Karen Chase, The Victorians and Old
Age (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2009), pp. xiv þ 284, £58.00, hardback,
ISBN: 978-0-19-956436-1.
Karen Chase is a literary scholar who here
examines how old age was represented by
some prominent nineteenth-century authors, in
particular Charles Dickens, Anthony Trollope
and Lewis Carroll, but also Charlotte Bronte ¨,
Wilkie Collins and Elizabeth Gaskell.
She adds a very limited discussion
of visual representations of old age at this
time.
She points out how pervasive older people
were in the writing of the period, and how
overlooked they have been by scholars. Also,
how realistically varied are the characteristics
of these older people and their interactions
with younger people, especially in the writings
of Dickens and Trollope. They are not
stereotyped as helpless or inactive. Trollope
apparently employed more older characters
than any other nineteenth-century fiction
writer. In particular, Chase offers an
interesting analysis of Trollope’s satire The
Fixed Period (1882), which often seems an
anomaly in his work. The story involves a
fictional British colony in which people are
required to retire at the age of sixty-seven,
whereafter, they must spend one year in an
institution before compulsory death to ensure
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prosperity of the younger generation or burden
them with the costs of their support. She
convincingly represents this as a critique of
the notion that was spreading at the time that,
at a certain age, people became useless, as
compulsory retirement at sixty spread through
the civil service (where Trollope had once
worked) and state pensions were proposed for
the remainder of the population; and of
Trollope’s own fear of being unable to work.
Not long after, more optimistically, William
Morris’ utopia, News from Nowhere (1890)
represented older people as long lived,
vigorously working and fully integrated with
their community.
Sometimes the argument is hard to follow
for readers not intimately familiar with the
works under discussion. Chase’s grasp of the
historical context is uneven. Good in parts, but
she accepts too readily Laslett’s now much-
challenged argument that, because older and
younger generations did not normally share a
household through centuries of English
history, there was little inter-generational
support. Support and exchange – from older to
younger as well as the reverse – was perfectly
possible, and normal, when they could afford
it, across the boundaries of separate
households in the nineteenth century, as
before.
Also, perhaps because she knows more
about the nineteenth century than about earlier
periods, her claims that from the 1870s, the
‘public was aging and, for the first time in
numbers and influence great enough to
constitute a dominant perspective’, and that
society and culture were ‘only just beginning
to take old age into full account’ and ‘the
aging population was newly visible’ are
overstated. People aged over sixty were only
about five per cent of the UK population at
this time, an exceptionally low proportion
compared with ten per cent in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries and the rapid increase
through the twentieth century. She also
underestimates the presence of older people in
society and in visual and other cultural forms
in earlier periods.
The book culminates in a discussion of the
work of Charles Booth and the proposals for
the first state old-age pensions, to which he
contributed at the end of the century, taken as
emblematic of the changing perceptions of
older people. However, Booth’s writings on
poverty in old age cannot, as Chase suggests,
be seen as seeking to represent the situation of
all older people. His primary concern was with
poverty and the need to remedy the poverty of
too many older people, hence he, among
others, proposed pensions. The pensions
debate was not, as she claims, simply
‘masculinised’. The plight of men who worked
hard for years, only to end their lives in
poverty, was a cause of concern, but so was
the fact that most older people were female
and tended to be poorer than men. When state
pensions were introduced in 1908, they took
the form they did – non-contributory, not
insurance based – because most women could
not afford insurance contributions; and Booth
was not ‘politically conservative’.
The pensions debate was not a product of
an unprecedented preponderance of older
people or symptomatic of their unusual
cultural prominence, but a reformulation of a
very old concern about impoverished,
marginalised older people, and a sign of the
belief that the wealthy country Britain had
become, in which poor people were gaining a
stronger political voice (aided by Booth
among others), should do better by them. The
spread of pensions and retirement in the
twentieth century did increase age
stratification and division, but this was an
unintended consequence of a cluster of
changes, including a real increase in numbers.
This book contains real insights into the
literary representation of older people in the
nineteenth century. It is less reliable in other
respects.
Pat Thane,
Kings College, London
W.F. Bynum and Caroline Overy (eds),
Michael Foster and Thomas Henry Huxley,
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Supplement, No. 28 (London: The Wellcome
Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at
UCL, 2009), pp. xix þ 329, £35.00, hardback,
ISBN: 978-0-8584-124-0.
Victorian men of science were great
correspondents. Many of them corresponded
incessantly, leaving behind a remarkable
testimony of academic, political and social
networks in nineteenth-century science and
medicine. But they were also great
correspondents in another respect. They knew
how to write a good letter. Allusions to art,
history and literature were integral to their
communications. More than exchanging news
and queries, it was a way to display wit and
cultural education. It is striking, reading the
correspondence of, for example, Charles
Darwin, James Clerk Maxwell, William
Thomson and others, with what ease these
Victorians mastered the combination of
scientific discussions, philosophical
arguments, contemporary commentary,
personal involvement and family affairs with
humour, excellent form and impeccable
standards for letter writing, even in brief notes.
The thirty years of correspondence between
Michael Foster and Thomas Henry Huxley is
no exception. This collection is a genuine
pleasure to read in the old-fashioned way, for
pleasure, with a cup of tea in front of the fire.
It is a testament to a life-long friendship
between two central characters in mid- and
late Victorian science and medicine, and to
what it meant to be a man of science on a daily
basis. While Foster gradually emerges as a
competent letter writer, Huxley is a natural. In
itself, his sharp comments, irony, puns,
playfulness, comprehensive scientific and
classical knowledge, and wonderful
dismantling way of puncturing his own public
image, makes the reading worthwhile.
Today, we remember Huxley, whereas
Foster is less known. The latter’s importance
for the success of the so-called Cambridge
school of physiology, however, should not be
underestimated. Foster and Huxley’s
correspondence adds to the layers of this,
demonstrating how much involved Foster was
in the business at South Kensington where
Huxley resided, and how close the links were
between London and Cambridge. The new
scientific elite emerging in London and,
notably with the X-Club of which Huxley was
one of the founding members, reacted strongly
against the old Oxbridge power networks.
Huxley himself, in his many addresses on
universities and a liberal education, was
instrumental in reinforcing this image of
differences, opposition, tradition vs progress,
connections vs meritocracy, and an old world
and old knowledge vs a new world and new
knowledge. The correspondence between
Foster and Huxley reveals a much more
nuanced picture, where Foster on occasion
provides Huxley with details about Cambridge
ways, and thus uses his friend and ally to
criticise what is difficult for himself to do
within the Cambridge system. It is good to be
reminded that the world is always painted
black and white for a reason and that we
should always look behind and beyond
rhetorical constructions. The correspondence
between Foster and Huxley helps us to do
just that.
For the historian, this collection is also an
excellent source of anything from scientific
details, questions of education, politics,
institutions, professionalisation, and personal
and international relationships. We learn a lot
about the politics and inner workings of the
Royal Society. This includes details about the
way to Huxley’s nomination as President of
the Royal Society and how Foster proved
invaluable to help pave the way, negotiating,
smooth-talking reluctant Fellows and making
sure that Huxley kept his position and control,
even though he took a long leave of absence
travelling to Italy because of his failing health.
We learn about the care for family members
and how that extended to friends and their
children. One example is the care Foster and
Huxley took in helping Horace Darwin, the
ninth child of Emma and Charles Darwin, set
up business in Cambridge. Then, of course,
there are all the juicy bits of what they thought
of their scientific peers, colleagues and fellow
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through two high-powered and prolific
correspondents, this volume presents a
fascinating look behind the curtains of
everyday life, for better and worse, among
Victorian men of science and medicine.
The book comes with an introduction
providing the necessary context, excellent
scholarly footnotes and a first-rate index.
Furthermore, through the generous courtesy of
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL, the correspondence between
Foster and Huxley is made available online at
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/issues/180404,
making this indispensable resource for anyone
working on mid- and late Victorian science
and medicine readily available and searchable.
It would, of course, be whiggish for historians
to talk about progress in science and medicine
the way Foster and Huxley did: it is not,
however, when it comes to online access of
archival material. This is progress and we
should be happy for it.
Peter C. Kjærgaard,
Harvard University
Steven Palmer, Lauching Global Health:
The Caribbean Odyssey of the Rockefeller
Foundation, Conversations in Medicine and
Society (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 2010), pp. xi þ 301, $70.00, hardback,
ISBN: 978-0-472-07089-3.
Steven Palmer’s Launching Global Health:
The Caribbean Odyssey of the Rockefeller
Foundation is a very welcome addition to the
fascinating body of literature on the
international health work of the Rockefeller
Foundation (RF). This is not only because of
the new insights it offers on the significance of
RF philanthropy in the early twentieth century,
but also, as Palmer points out, for the lessons it
offers for the new generation of non-
governmental operators in public health in this
century, such as the Gates Foundation. The
principal subject of this study is the hookworm
campaigns of the RF health division in the two
Central American states of Costa Rica and
Guatemala, and the two British Caribbean
colonies of British Guiana and Trinidad.
Palmer’s stated objective is to explore these
‘campaigns in depth and to treat them as an
ensemble – as a laboratory for discovering and
testing the elements of a global health system
for the twentieth century’ (p. 1).
The main source for this account is the
archive of the Rockefeller Foundation. As
Palmer himself emphasises much of the
literature on RF health initiatives is driven by
these sources, which has the tendency to
produce an inevitable homogeneity in
accounts. One counterweight to this, arguably,
certainly in any exploration of the British
colonies and Rockefeller initiatives, is the
similarly voluminous archives of the British
imperial government. For practical reasons
perhaps, these are unfortunately but scantily
consulted in this volume. However, Palmer’s
aim, to present a ‘worm’s eye’ view which is
grounded in the specific political, social and
cultural contexts of his chosen areas, in itself
presents an effective challenge to the
temptations of the Rockefeller archive and
enables this fruitful critique.
It is impossible to do justice in this short
review to the wealth of evidence presented.
The central chapters of the book examine such
aspects as: the local politics; the composition
of the hookworm teams; the role of local staff;
and existing perceptions of hookworm disease.
All these factors tested RF objectives,
imposing a need to adapt, accommodate and
modify. To take just one of these aspects as an
illustration: in Guatemala, the teams were
composed of elite white male physicians,
despite the fact that their subjects were
indigenous estate labourers; in Costa Rica they
were middle-class men of mixed racial origin,
if not doctors, then with degrees in pharmacy;
in British Guiana, they had backgrounds as
estate dispensers or sanitary technicians;
whilst in Trinidad, they were mainly teachers.
The local staff both reflected the different
political, social and cultural contexts and, in
turn, were instrumental in the production of
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(p. 8).
Additionally, in the British Caribbean, the
American directors ‘made self conscious
efforts to creolise the biomedical narrative of
hookworm disease and its treatment’ (p. 141).
A revealing example of which was the
pamphlet produced by British Guiana’s
director, ‘The Demon That Turned Into
Worms’ which was based on a Hindi popular
story collection, Baital Pachisi; an attempt to
co-opt a traditional form to convey the RF
message. Furthermore, in Trinidad, a
well-known Brahmin was even put on the RF
payroll for a while to do home demonstrations
using characteristic methods of Hindu
education (pp. 172–5). Was this a throwing out
of the biomedical baby along with the
bathwater, Palmer muses? The enforced
accommodations made the ‘intensive method’,
as Palmer argues ‘highly porous’ (p. 137).
Thus, it is important to see the resulting
syncretism as coming from above as well as
below. Medical pluralism was not simply a
‘failure of biomedicine to achieve domination’
but was the ‘form of biomedical hegemony’
which had emerged from these encounters
(p. 218).
It is the richness of the comparative detail
that lends authority to Palmer’s questioning of
the scholarly consensus on the hookworm
campaigns. He sees no disparity between the
aims of eradication and the demonstration
effect, but rather argues that the two objectives
created a ‘complementary duality’ (p. 15).
Similarly, the field laboratories were scenes of
‘demystification and popularization’ not
creators of difference and hierarchy (p. 161).
Palmer accepts the legacy of these RF
programmes on subsequent RF initiatives and
global health actors, but claims that rather than
being authoritarian, the American method was
‘egalitarian and inclusionary’ (p. 215). In
terms of lessons to be learned from this
Caribbean odyssey, his most compelling
conclusion is that it is ‘free, literate, and
politically engaged populations who respond
well to, participate in, and benefit from
international health programmes’ (p. 214). In
the quest to improve the health chances of
peoples today, it is essential that histories of
global health, as this one does, address not just
other historians, but also today’s policy
makers.
Margaret Jones,
Oxford University
Jonathan Reinarz, Health Care in
Birmingham: The Birmingham Teaching
Hospitals 1779–1939 (Woodbridge: Boydell
Press, 2009), pp. xii þ 276, £60.00, hardback,
ISBN: 978-1-84383-506-6.
Commissioned by the main local NHS Trust,
supervised over six years by a steering
committee of medical practitioners and
academics, and informed by a penumbra of
practitioner interviewees, Jonathan Reinarz’s
history of Birmingham voluntary teaching
hospitals might be a classic poisoned chalice
cum curate’s egg. Books like this, as many of
us will know, can lose points with the
academic community by trying to appeal to a
broader public. Balancing the very different
interests and demands of these disparate
audiences is hard, if not impossible.
Reinarz goes for a lively, engaging style
and begins in a patient-centred way
appealing to both constituencies, vividly
describing the serious hand injury sustained
by William Jones, labourer and first patient
at the town’s General Hospital in 1779 (a
surprisingly late date). The rest of this
chapter, however, is more traditionally
focused, with much about the buildings,
visiting staff, gradually expanding annual
reports, illnesses treated, and expenditure,
but with surprisingly little on income. We
hear about lucrative musical concerts, but
nothing about who the main subscribers were
(manufacturers or farmers, middle class or
gentry/aristocracy?). Is this the first sign that
key historiographical themes will be lost in
the attempt to hold the attention of more
general readers?
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storms back with fine-grained analyses (nearly
four chapters) of the gradual growth of
specialist hospitals, cannily using published
works to supplement thin archival material,
and thus revealing fascinating details of
treatment (for example, of ear afflictions). As
well as linking specialist developments to
restricted career-development opportunities
for ambitious practitioners at the General, he
also cautions that, ‘the origins of medical
specialties in towns like Birmingham almost
always pre-date the foundation of a specialist
hospital’ (p. 72). It seems churlish to suggest
that there are no towns exactly like
Birmingham, yet Reinarz tells us little
about its social, political or medical
distinctiveness.
Following the first specialist chapter, is a
detailed analysis of the School of Medicine’s
early years (plagued by local versions of the
characteristic intense intra-professional and
university-hospital rivalries). After two more
specialist chapters we return to the medical
school, via an analysis of specialist hospital
contributions to the unified (after 1892)
Birmingham University (after 1900) medical
school based around the General and Queen’s
Hospitals. This deliberately fragmented
structure underlines that there is more to a
provincial medical school than its core general
teaching hospital; yet it turns out that
specialties occupied a very small part of the
curriculum by the 1910s, and few students
went to the smaller hospitals. It seems that,
rather than serving the argument, this
fragmented structure is trying to serve a
fragmented audience.
Similarly, we learn little about local
responses to the ultimately irresistible trend
toward laboratory science. Just as the context
of Birmingham’s distinctive social and
cultural politics is largely missing, so is a
characterisation of the local medical elite and
the dominant medical culture. We are told that
laboratories and laboratory research come
slowly to Birmingham (mid-1920s) but not
why. The argument that routine service work
was too valuable a source of funding for
medical school development is interesting, but
is not clearly enough utilised as an explanation
of late development. Reinarz suggests briefly
(p. 183) that Medical Faculty staff supported
old-school empirical vocational training over
academic laboratory-based medicine, and
mentions the importance of university-hospital
relations – eg., full-time clinical chairs – for
integrating bedside and bench, but does not
fully follow through these key academic
themes into the crucial 1918–39 period. It
often seems that nothing much happens until
after the move to the academic Mecca of the
new Edgbaston campus in c.1941 – by which
time the book has ended. In fact, a lot of
research went on previously and it would have
been useful to know more about it. We learn
of Howard Collier’s broad collaborations on
industrial noxia, but only very little about what
the radium research beds were used for and by
whom, what kinds of co-operative work were
carried on between laboratory workers and
clinical staff on carbon monoxide,
rheumatism, gastric contents, diabetes, or
sulphur metabolism in cataract patients. Yet
such teamwork was characteristic of the
development of scientific medicine and
laboratory-orientated clinical research in other
medical schools. Closer analysis of such
activities would have enabled a better
characterisation of the nature of scientific
medicine in England’s second city.
No doubt this thoroughly researched
history, which at least touches on very many
of the important themes in the history of
voluntary hospitals, will satisfy much of the
project’s target audience, but it will leave
medical historians wishing for more in
certain key areas.
Andrew Hull,
Swansea University
Anne Digby and Howard Phillips, with
Harriet Deacon and Kirsten Thomson, At the
Heart of Healing: Groote Schuur Hospital,
1938–2008 (Auckland Park, South Africa:
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R250.00, hardback, ISBN: 978-1-77009-642-4.
This seventieth anniversary volume on Groote
Schuur Hospital (GSH) in Cape Town, South
Africa, is a significant contribution to the
country’s medical historiography. It is an
analytical account of the world’s first heart
transplant institution framed within wider
social, financial and political perspectives, and
is a contrast to the usual ‘histoire
e ´ve ´nementielle’ of health institutions in
Southern Africa.
Part One gives an overview of the
institution, from its protracted birth between
the 1910s and the 1930s, to the challenges
and changes of the late 1980s to 2000s.
Those involved in the hospital experienced
many stages of enthusiasm and doubt, as well
as changes of vision, structures and
practices. This detailed work traces the
empirical development of services and the
GSH’s management; the second part deals
with racial segregation, often seen as South
Africa’s main disease, which affected the
daily life and work of people involved in the
hospital. The authors recall that racial
segregation was planned and applied long
before the apartheid policy that followed the
Afrikaner National Party’s victory in 1948,
was made official. From the start, the
hospital’s architecture was that of a typical
South African public institution, with whites
entering through one entrance, and Indians
and Africans through another. By becoming
a racially integrated institution in 1987, the
new GSH took an early step towards curing
the racial disease a few years before October
1990, when racial segregation in public
hospitals in South Africa was officially
brought to an end. The third part, entitled
‘People’, studies the GSH’s well-established
teams of doctors, matrons and sisters, as well
as those who were still finding their way
professionally: dieticians, physiotherapists
and occupational therapists. The role that all
these people played in the growth of GSH
was extremely important, and is examined
through the experiences both of the general
workers and of the patients. Thus, this book
stresses the ‘history from below’ perspective
favoured by Roy Porter and Barry Smith. In
indicating that the nurses perceived the
matron as close to ‘God himself’, and the
sisters as close to the Angel Gabriel, the
book successfully raises a complex
anthropology of relationships between staff
within GSH. The relationships between
patients were equally complicated. Nostalgic
for the privileges afforded by segregation,
white patients disliked being squeezed
‘tightly among all colours and odours’
(pp. 115–16), when they had to wait
together with non-white patients, and their
complaints confirm the complexity of
perceptions and consideration of the ‘Other’.
The fourth part of the book examines the
development of two significant tools used at
GSH: clinical medicine and research, which
between 1955 and 1985 became the
hospital’s strengths.
While very analytical, the work is at times
too detailed and repetitive, and there is a
certain imbalance between the parts, with Part
One running to a hundred pages, and Part Two
to only thirty-one. An additional annoyance is
the awkwardness of having the references at
the end of the book, rather than at the end of
chapters. But these are small quibbles, and this
new history of Groote Schuur Hospital is a
timely and fascinating work. It features the
medical progress and challenges in a particular
context in Africa, and proves that, as a social
and biomedical institution, the hospital is a
microcosm of society. The book’s main
significance, however, is that it challenges a
particular way of writing the history of
hospitals and medicine in Africa.
Hines Mabika,
University of Basel
Jeffrey M. Jentzen, Death Investigation
in America: Coroners, Medical Examiners
and the Pursuit of Medical Certainty
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
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back, ISBN: 978-0-674-03453-2.
Jeffrey Jentzen’s book offers valuable insight
into the origins and development of the
American system of death investigation. It
charts the fortunes of the two main
investigative models: the coroner’s inquest
and the office of medical examiner, as they
developed in a relationship of protracted
rivalry from the days of the early republic to
the present. For Jentzen, these represented
not merely alternative mechanisms for
generating knowledge about violent,
unnatural or otherwise suspicious deaths, but
also contrasting views about how such
inquiries fit within the broader framework of
American civic democracy. The inquest
system, centred on a (mostly) non-medical
and popularly elected coroner and his lay
jury, stood, for its proponents, as a means of
guaranteeing citizen repr e s e n t a t i o ni nm a t t e r s
of local concern and of checking the power of
bureaucratic officialdom. By contrast, the
medical examiner system, which sought to
replace lay coroners with medically qualified
appointees, emerged as a feature of
Progressive Era efforts to harness the
authority of modern science to combat the
forces of political corruption which, in their
view, had turned offices such as the
coronership into archaic, self-serving
sinecures.
Jentzen’s analysis begins in earnest with
this reformist movement, following the
fortunes of the medical examiner model as it
developed as an aspiration and was contested
legislatively, institutionally and
professionally. Because of the fragmented
nature of the federal system in the United
States, the ensuing story is told through local
examples, mostly, but not exclusively, drawn
from large metropolitan jurisdictions in the
northeast and mid-west. New York City, with
its notorious political machine, features
prominently in the ca m p a i g nt or e p l a c e
coroners with medical examiners, as one of
the leading reformists, Richard Childs, made
this part of his wider crusade against
electoral corruption. Childs’ efforts met
with a measure of success when, in 1918,
the New York State legislature mandated
the gradual replacement of coroners
with physician examiners trained in
pathology.
A parallel movement, animated not by the
ideals of progressivist renewal but by
establishment anxiety about rising crime rates
and radical subversion in the inter-war period,
pushed for improved institutional and
educational provision: a 1928 Rockefeller-
funded review identified the need for
improving standards, training and supporting
infrastructure for death investigation; in 1937,
Harvard University, aided by the heiress to the
International Harvester fortune, established a
department of legal medicine which raised the
discipline’s profile and served as a base-camp
for medically-minded reformers; and, in 1951,
leading reformers capped decades of effort by
publishing a ‘model law’ designed for
adoption by State legislatures seeking to
replace coroners with medical examiners.
These initiatives met with some measure
of success, and by the early 1960s almost half
of all elective coronerships had been
abolished. The aim of eliminating all vestiges
of the inquest eventually stalled, however. By
the end of the 1960s the coroner system still
operated in thirty-nine states, and the final
decades of the century witnessed a
‘demedicalization’ of death investigation.
Jentzen, a former medical examiner
himself, makes little attempt – rhetorically or
conceptually – to hide his disappointment in
what he sees as the ultimate failure of his
predecessors to displace the corrupt and out-
moded office of coroner. This is evident
throughout the book, from its opening pages,
which note that by the mid-twentieth century
only six jurisdictions had ‘progressed’ (p. 3)
to the medical examiner’s system, to its
penultimate sentence, which welcomes a
National Research Council endorsement of
medical examiners in 2009 as having
‘vindicated’ (p. 213) the case against
coroners.
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with an admirable sense of purpose, yet it also
results in some oversimplification and a lack
of analytical symmetry in his treatment of the
examiner–coroner debate. As he himself notes,
some of the most notable twentieth-century
coroners were active and successful scientific
modernisers, yet they are treated with
suspicion, their support for medical reform
described as ‘disingenuous’ (p. 57), and their
innovations as driven by a ‘hunger for media
fame’ (p. 54). Moreover, and despite his
assertion that medical examiners and coroners
represented alternative visions of democratic
accountability, Jentzen declines numerous
opportunities systematically to explore this
latter vision on its own terms. His analysis
thus reads as a rather one-sided lament, in
which the forces of good fail through a
combination of largely exogenous
circumstances – personalities, internecine
bickering, manipulation and misunderstanding
– rather than through any form of historical
logic, however problematic that logic might
be.
In the end, this is an informative and
engaging account of long-standing and on-
going debates over the American way of
investigating death, albeit told from only one
of the warring camps’ perspectives.
Ian Burney,
University of Manchester
Elizabeth Lane Furdell, Fatal Thirst:
Diabetes in Britain Until Insulin, History of
Science and Medicine Library, Vol. 9 (Leiden:
Brill, 2009), pp. xii þ 195, e99.00/ $158.00,
hardback, ISBN: 978-90-04-17250-0.
Before the isolation of insulin in the early
1920s, the lives of people afflicted with Type
1d i a b e t e st e n d e dt ob en a s t ya n ds h o r t ,
usually less than a year or two after the onset
of their disease. This was true wherever
diabetes struck, not only in Britain. If there
had been a distinctive British approach to
the treatment of diabetes in the pre-insulin
era, if its incidence in Britain had been
unusual, or if there had been
exceptionally rich British sources describing
diabetes and the diabetic life, Professor
Elizabeth Furdell’s use of a national
approach to her study would have made
better sense than it does in this meandering,
short, expensive, and not very enlightening
monograph.
The British were not different and the
sources for studying diabetes in Britain before
the twentieth century are not especially rich.
Drawing on a wide variety of primary and
secondary works, the author tells us more
about British medicine, popular health
manuals, and uroscopy than about diabetes
and its treatment. Her attempt to ‘reconstruct’
diabetic life in early modern England boils
down to this summary (p. 103): ‘Healers
advised sufferers...to consume all kinds of
alleged medicines: corn, wheat, balsam,
candied nutmeg, gum Arabic, opium and its
alkaloids, and mineral salts like lithium,
arsenic and uranium. The afflicted were bled,
blistered, purged, doped, sweated, belted
tightly around the waist, submerged in various
liquids, and rubbed with disgusting ointments.
None of these remedies proved of value to
patients...and any improvement in a
diabetic’s condition, even temporary, was due
to a dietetic regime that accompanied those
therapies.’
A more rigorous approach to chronology
and precedent would have helped the author
convey the growing emphasis on diet and the
developing understanding of the endocrine
system in the years before insulin emerged
from Canada from the laboratories of the
University of Toronto. The fact that the
history of the approach to diabetes was
evolving entirely on an international basis,
rather than a British one, confounds
Professor Farrell (who teaches at the
University of North Florida), as do problems
of accuracy. The book suffers from many
minor errors. I found nine of these in the
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pp. 150–1, for example, and earlier had been
amused at Farrell’s belief that the American
Diabetes Association’s Banting Lecture
memorialises William Banting, the
obscure London diet propagandist, rather
than the Canadian Frederick Banting, who
shared the Nobel Prize for the discovery of
insulin.
It is not evident from this book that its
publisher subjects manuscripts submitted for
its history of science and medicine series to
serious scholarly review. There is so little
useful material here – particularly
considering the book’s soak-the-libraries
price – and so many problems with the
author’s approach and execution that Fatal
Thirst probably should not have been
published, or perhaps should only exist
online. Diabetes and its treatment generally
still await full-scale scholarly analysis. In the
meantime, the best short history of the
disease, with appropriate attention to British
experience before and after the coming of
insulin, is Robert Tattersall’s Diabetes: The
Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2009).
Michael Bliss,
University of Toronto,
Robert Olby, Francis Crick: Hunter
of Life’s Secrets (New York: Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory Press, 2009), pp. xix
þ 538, $45.00, hardback, ISBN: 978-0-87969-
798-3.
In a period of eighteen years, two biographies
on Francis Crick (1916–2004) were published:
his autobiography, What a Mad Pursuit
(New York: Basic Book, 1988), and that of
Matt Ridley, Francis Crick: Discoverer of the
Genetic Code (New York: Atlas Books, 2006).
Despite seeming that enough was known about
his life, it turned out that there were many
aspects of it in need of further exploration.
That was the feeling of Robert Olby, historian
of molecular biology, ‘admirer’ and almost
personal biographer of Crick, who, in the
spring of 2001, began to write Francis Crick:
Hunter of Life’s Secrets.
Olby’s biography could be considered the
product of an open conversation with Odile
Speed Crick – Crick’s wife – and others that
extended for almost forty years. What is more,
Crick himself read and critically commented
on the first fourteen of the twenty-one chapters
of the book, with only one condition imposed
on Olby, for it to be published after his
lifetime.
One of the key aspects of Francis Crick’s
life motivating Olby’s biographical writing
was an alleged personality change in Crick,
from a ‘wayward spirit, somewhat flippant and
frivolous, with a rather immature sense of
humor, and not the world’s best listener’ into
the ‘serious and committed person he was to
became’ (p. xii). Olby’s motivation,
interesting and genuine as it might sound, is
unconvincing. The reason being that all of
these attributes of Crick’s personality
identified by Olby, were with him all his life,
even on occasions when he wanted to be
serious and committed at expressing his
thoughts and convictions, both on scientific
and non-scientific issues. Olby’s book offers
many instances where this apparent
contradiction between flippancy and
seriousness in Crick’s character could be
identified. In 1951, for instance, in a seminar
at Cambridge, Crick eloquently dismissed as
hopeless the approach followed by Lawrence
Bragg, his boss, and Max Perutz, his mentor,
on their work on haemoglobin (p. 109). In
the early 1970s, when Peter Medawar
suggested to Crick to recast an essay he and
Leslie Orgel wrote on life’s origins for the
fashion magazine Vogue, Crick immediately
evened up Medawar’s score by telling him that
‘they had originally considered Playboy
magazine’ (p. 360). In 2001, facing an
allegation from Brenda Maddox – Rosalind
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Watson had stolen Franklin’s data on DNA, he
responded: ‘As to the theft issue, I will make
no comments, or you will accuse me of feeling
guilty about it – which I don’t’ (p. 439).
On many occasions in the book, Olby
masterfully exposes many aspects of Crick’s
life worthy of interest. Amongst them are
Crick’s role as ‘molecular evangelist’ – he
broadcasted many BBC radio programmes and
intensively lectured worldwide between the
mid-1950s and the late 1960s – his crucial role
in the cracking of the genetic code, his
controversial views on eugenics and religion,
and his flirtation with two highly speculative
subjects such as the origin of life and
consciousness.
A key aspect from Crick’s scientific life
that Olby rescues outstandingly is that of his
years working for the Admiralty during
World War II (Chapter Four). As a naval
scientist, Crick, alongside other scientists,
began to work first on the development of
sweeping mechanisms to destroy the sea
magnetic mines that the German Navy was
using to blockade the traffic of vessels
through the English Channel. Later, his work
shifted towards the design of mines able to
neutralise the very same sweeping
mechanisms, in case the Germans had also
developed them. This was a very intense,
working-around-the-clock period, one that
allowed for the emergence of a well-defined
working culture (weapon development) that
would, in Crick’s hands, prove determinant
for the establishment of a highly competitive
science, such as molecular biology. There
is no doubt about how precious this culture
of fast response and the delivery of results,
of the constant strive for getting ahead of
the competition’s ideas and work, was for
Crick and his colleagues at Cambridge when
competing with Linus Pauling on the
determination, first of protein, and shortly
after, on DNA structures. This transfer of
war culture into the biosciences, as revealed
by Olby’s account of Crick’s early days of
scientific development, certainly deserves
further assessment. It would be interesting to
know, for instance, the precise number of
army scientists relocated in bioscience
laboratories after the Second World War,
and the form and qualities that this war
working culture took into the laboratories
to which it was transferred.
In the preface of Olby’s book (p. xvi), he
states that he hopes for his work to ‘make an
additional contribution’. Needless to say, he
largely achieves this and in so doing, proves
wrong those who, like myself, thought that
enough was known about Francis Crick’s life.
Olby’s book is written in a lucid style with an
impressive display of sources and a smart and
engaging narrative. Definitely a pleasurable
read.
Norberto Serpente,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL
Alex Mold and Virginia Berridge, Volun-
tary Action and Illegal Drugs: Health and
Society in Britain since the 1960s, Science,
Technology and Medicine in Modern History,
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010),
pp. x þ 242, £55.00, hardback, ISBN: 978-0-
230-52140-7.
Voluntary action in British welfare provision
is not new: an early form being the religious
guilds of the mediaeval period. As I write, it
is being praised as an activity that ‘makes
lives better’ by a British Prime Minister – this
time, David Cameron; and not for the first
time ‘claimed’ as a key plank of the
government’s plan to deliver improved
welfare services.
In their first co-authored monograph, Alex
Mold and Virginia Berridge explore the
meaning, importance and roles of
contemporary voluntary service centred
around illegal drug use in Britain from the
1960s. They illustrate that since the 1980s,
the key players in the mixed economy of
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and the voluntary sector – have drawn closer
together, and the spaces in which they ‘work’
have become less clearly demarcated. This
process, they argue, was driven by increasing
government financial support of the
voluntary sector, as the state, under Margaret
Thatcher, ‘rolled back’, and gave rise to
additional ‘hybrid’ organisations exemplified
by social enterprises, which used business
models, operated with a voluntary sector
ethos and received government funding.
However, as Mold and Berridge note, the
government was not a disinterested financier.
Central government initiated and directed the
actions of some voluntary groups. Moreover,
it became increasingly difficult for voluntary
organisations to claim autonomy. The state
had not so much ‘rolled back’, rather,
voluntary organisations were ‘rolled into the
state’.
At the same time, government perceived
voluntary organisations as well placed to
evaluate welfare services and to inform
policy makers. This drew some voluntary
organisations closer to ‘the heart of
government’. Nevertheless, Mold and
Berridge question the influence of the ‘voice
of the user’, noting that at the turn of the
twenty-first century, government policy,
whilst outwardly supporting the campaigning
role of voluntary organisations (which
broadly promoted the liberalisation of
drug use), had, in practice, returned to
abstinence as treatment, demonised
methadone maintenance and delivered an
increase in criminal measures to ‘deal with’
offenders.
Additionally, the authors highlight that, in
the drugs field, other organisations, such as the
Exchange Supplies, have not sat comfortably
with any particular sector in this welfare
economy.
Their narrative, arranged chronologically in
three parts, argues for the existence of an
adaptive and flexible voluntary sector, which
has responded to many elements, among them
government departments, healthcare workers,
and users of welfare services; and crises, such
as the explosion in heroin use in the 1960s,
and the arrival of HIV/AIDS in the 1980s. It is
not a story of linear progression and not, they
point out, without its difficulties. Yet it is one
of survival.
For all the blurring of boundaries between
service users and providers, Mold and
Berridge conclude that the voluntary sector,
with its ability to develop in changing
environments, has and will continue to play a
significant role in the public health and
welfare sectors of British society.
Historians will find the use of secondary
and primary literature in this monograph
engaging and their argument ably made. The
authors make excellent use of oral histories,
alongside archive material, including recent
material from the Department of Health and
privately held personal papers. As with
previous studies by Berridge and co-authors,
healthcare practitioners, sociologists and
policy makers will find much in this analysis
of past patterns to consider future directions in
their particular areas of endeavour.
Katrina Gatley,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL
Adele E. Clarke, Laura Mamo,
Jennifer Ruth Fosket, Jennifer R. Fishman
and Janet K. Shim (eds), Biomedicalization:
Technoscience, Health and Illness in the US
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010),
pp. xi þ 498, £20.99, paperback, ISBN: 978-0-
8223-4570-1.
This is an important book for historians, and
not only because it largely substantiates its
bold opening claim, ‘that since around 1985,
dramatic and especially technoscientific
changes in the constitution, organization,
and practices of contemporary biomedicine
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[which constitutes] the second major
transformation of American medicine’ (p. 1).
Above all, its importance lies with extending
the scholarship that has now coalesced
around the belief that we have entered a new
epochal order in which the epistemic
grounds for life itself have changed – the
new ‘vital politics’, as Nikolas Rose calls
them, ‘concerned with our growing
capacities to control, manage, engineer,
reshape, and modulate the very vital
capacities of human beings as living
creatures’ (p. 7). Deeply indebted to
Foucault in its orientation (especially
Foucault on ‘biomedical governmentality’),
this new scholarship has emanated primarily
from the domains of anthropology,
sociology, and science and technology
studies.
After a sustained mission statement on
the meaning of ‘biomedicalisation’ and how
its theory operates (reprinted from American
Sociological Review, 2003, and written by
the same ‘gang of five’ who edit this
volume), there follows a chapter on the
history of ‘(bio)medicine’ and ‘(bio)
medicalisation’ up to the present, and
another on gender in relation to this history
and its theoretical framing. Two sets of case
studies come next, the first focusing, in turn,
on fertility, medical imaging, heart disease,
environmental health, and drug
development; the second, on the
biomedicalisation of ‘sexual dysfunction’;
‘bariatric surgery’ as a biomedical failure;
breast cancer (to illustrate the
biomedicalisation of ‘risk’); and
biopsychiatry and the informatics of
diagnosis (to reveal the governing of
mentalities). Wrapping it all up is an
epilogue on the transnational travelling of
biomedicalisation, which serves both to cut
through any notion of American
exceptionalism, and to justify
biomedicalisation studies within specific
geopolitical and historical ‘healthscapes’.
‘Biomedicalisation’ – awkward as the word
may be – should not put anyone off,
especially not historians of medicine with
attachments to the 1960s and 1970s
sociological concept of ‘medicalisation’.
Central to the original concept was the
perception of the conversion of ‘social’
problems into ‘medical’ ones (such as
alcoholism, obesity, and homosexuality), a
process always negatively and reductively
understood in terms of extensions of the
power of the medical profession. This
formulation fell out of fashion with the rise of
Foucauldian analyses of medicine and
biomedicine in the 1990s. If modern culture
was already thoroughly somaticised, as
Foucault argued, then the idea of
‘medicalisation’ as something simply meted
by and for the medical profession was wide of
the analytical mark, if not somewhat
tautological. The idea simply of an increasing
medical jurisdiction over social life came to
seem all the more limited analytically, not
only because of the problematising of ‘the
social’ in postmodern discourse, but also
because of the ever-greater realisation by
scholars of the extensive commercialisation of
the body around ‘enhancement’ and
‘wellness’ technologies, as opposed to those
merely around the treatment of ‘sickness’.
The more pervasive and systemic notions of
‘biocapital’ and ‘biocitizenship’ had to be the
critical concern, rather than any instrumental
notion of a power-seeking profession (‘power’
in that sense also having been blown out of
the water by Foucault).
But the ‘gang of five’ make a convincing
case for not throwing out the baby with the
bathwater. Indeed, they stress that ‘the
potential for the generation of biocapital
relies deeply on the legitimacies of
medicalisation (extensions of the jurisdiction
of medicine) and biomedicalisation
(extensions of biomedicine through
technoscience)’ (p. 22). Biomedicalisation
practices, they argue, in contrast to
medicalisation ones concerned only with
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transformations of such medical phenomena
and of bodies, largely through sooner-rather-
than-later technoscientific interventions not
only for treatment but also increasingly for
enhancement.’ (p. 2). Biomedicalisation also
applies to the ‘panoply of biomedical
institutions...organizationally transformed
through technoscience, along with
biomedical practices (diagnoses, treatments,
interventions) and the life sciences and
technologies which inform them’ (p. 2).
Further, it extends to the would-be ‘collective
countertrends’ to biomedicalisation, such as
the ‘moral pioneering’ now going on around
end-of-life care, or the metamorphosis of
‘patienthood’ through the integration of
information from social health movements,
the media and the Internet – all essentially
means to the public’s further scientisation,
despite often being driven by the fear of a
biology moving out of human control. At
one and the same time, then,
biomedicalisation theory appropriates,
expands, and transforms the concept of
medicalisation.
The biomedicalisation of ‘sexual
dysfunction’, discussed in the chapter by
Jennifer Fishman, provides a good illustration
of how biomedicalisation need not be
conceived as representing a radical break from
the processes that preceded it, but rather, ‘can
often represent “medicalization and” – that is,
medicalization formed through traditional
medical channels plus new channels that
incorporate biomedicine’s turn to lifestyle and
to the molecularisation and organisation of the
human condition’ (p. 290). The medicalisation
of ‘sexual dysfunction’ in the older sense of
the concept is clear in the fact that it was the
surgical specialism of urology that first turned
to ‘the problem’ in the 1980s, at a moment
when it was increasingly feeling the market
pinch from new non-medical methods and
treatments for urological problems of all
kinds. At this point, ‘sexual dysfunction’,
while always having some history of organic
or physiological conception, was primarily
understood psychologically. But this was to
change after a meeting of the American
Urology Association in 1983 when one
speaker proceeded to inject his own penis with
an erectile pharmacologic solution and then
walk the isles of the conference hall to let his
colleagues inspect and touch the new organic
‘reality’. It was indeed a legendary turning
point; thereafter, urologists made concerted
efforts to reconstruct impotence as a
biomedical disorder rather than a
psychological condition – and succeeded. This
was not biomedicalisation, but a visibly
palpable medical re-conceptualisation of what
had been hitherto a different sort of ‘problem’.
It was a brazen effort at extending a
specialism’s market at the expense of
psychologically indoctrinated sex therapists.
But at the same time ‘the problem’ was
biomedicalised, for the organic physiological
explanation of what would now come to be
called ‘erectile dysfunction’ was extended
and normalised among ever greater
populations of men, and became tied to
other ‘risk factors’ accompanying aging.
The avoidance of what was now to be
conceived organically as ‘erectile
dysfunction’ was thus to take its place in
the ascendant cultural discourse on
‘healthiness’, which (market driven again)
would come to be expected for everyone as
they grew older.
Fishman’s point, like that of other
contributors to this volume, is that the two
processes of medicalisation and
biomedicalisation proceed in tandem, with
the latter dependent on and interactive with
the former, rather than simply superseding it
or eradicating it. Herein lies another aspect
of the volume that renders it instructive to
historians in general: its commitment to, and
illustration of ‘intersectional theory’. The
value of this lies in its refusal to privilege the
explanatory power of ‘context’ for
understanding the lives of people. Instead, in
a somewhat Latourian way, it insists that the
analyst must simultaneously consider the
situatedness of people vis-a `-vis race, class,
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constitutive, race, class, and gender are
perceived as non-exchangeable categories,
and cannot, according to this theory, be
meaningful understood in separation from
one another. Although only in a few chapters
of this volume is a concerted effort made to
discuss intersectional theory in relation to
processes of biomedicalisation, all of the
authors (as with Fishman) hold the theory in
high regard, more or less. The result, overall,
is a timely, informative, engaging, and above
all, heuristic achievement. It may be that we
are still too much in the forest of the new
epochal order to see the trees, but
Biomedicalization provides a significant
empirical and theoretical clearing.
Roger Cooter,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL
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